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Abst.ract : Directional coupler pick-ups have been 
designed for the straight sect.ions of the 820 GeV 
HEHA proton storage ring. They mair.tain a” elect.rical 
re:;ponse sirr: lx to that c,f the pick-ups ;.)perat ir:q at 
4OK in t t:r: cry<,!;: <it s of thr HERA arc:? W?I~ le sat ~sfy- 
II:~ d v;lriety of mcxhnnical constrainrs ~r:r:Iuding 
mnlching to beam apertures ranging from hO to 150 mm, 
ability to bakrs at 3CO’C anzl& 0 achic.ve ultimate ro*m 
temperattire pressures of 10 tiar, and suitabi 1 ity 
for product ior in small nu&x?rs. We describe the 
mechanical cor.st ruct ion and electrical response. 

Introduction 
HERA, now under const.ruction at DESY in Hamburg, is a 
pair of szorage rings in which 820 GeV proto!ls will 
be collided against 30 GeV electrons. Each ring will 
store 2 10 bunches, in buckets spaced 96 nsec apart. 
The proton bunches will he $&wee” y13 and 2.7 m Long 
and will contain between 10 and 10 particles each. 
For the bunch and beam position measurements a direc- 
t iona: coupler pick-l;p w:th 395 mm antenna length and 
8% coupling has been chosen [3] _ The bandwidth of 
tliis directional coupler is well adapted to the 
frequer.cy content of t-he Fourier spectrum of the 
bunches. At the ssixe time the lergth cf the coupler 
is still acceptably small. 
The straight sc(:t i:-)ni; of the HERA prutor. ring have a 
total length of roughly one kilometer. Here maqnets 
and beampipe at-e kept at. room temperature, in 
contrast to the arcs with their superconducting 
magnet.s. Al I pick-ups in thr straight sectitlns wi l! 
be relat iv<? 1 y easily access ibl?. 
In order to reach the necessary vacuum of 10 

- 10 mber 
a bakeout at U[J to iOO°C is planned. Thcso strict 
vacuum d~.vnar~rii; (3rd the d il ferc~r:i ,Ipr!rt ur-es, typically 
ho-80 mm, require the development of I:FW pick-ups 
hnv 1 ng , however, tttie same cal cct rical properties 0:; 
far as t’requ~~n~~y response and signal Amp1 i t.ude is 
concerned. It is, however, net possible Lo keep the 
sensitiv:t ie:; and timings constant.. 
The pick-ups are located at. each group’ of quadrupnles 
and next. to the interact-ion region. They will be 
positioned with a precision of’ a fe,w tenths of a 
millimeter relative to the quadrupole axis both 
horizorlt al ly and vertically. Al 1 warm pick-ups 
typically contain foiir electrodes and moasurr hot h 
the vet-t 1~x1 and !.he horizontal bunch coordinates 
SlXlUlXCX?OUSly. 
In total t~here ore s:x types of pick-ups, which have 
a stmilar dea~q~, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Planned warm posit ion pick-ups 

‘We R. Length Sensit ivi- 
[di] [ml ty [ dB/mm] 

AL 40.9 600 .7 standard monitor 

Ir1 3 I .I 5 7 7’3 .9 next to interaction 
zone; squeezed 
geometry 

HI 4 0 . 9 ca. 500 .7 monitor ii1 H1 left. 

H I- r,?. 2 ‘7 oc .4 monitor in 111 right 

7, ! ,H5 Cd. ioc monitor in ZEUS, 
special geometry 

Lv,Ln 38 3603 special monitors 
for the t.une meas- 
urement. (2 anten- 
nas, capacitive) 

Y1g. 1 Cross sectio” through warm pick-ups 
type Au, In, Hl and Ht 

Pick-up Design 

t&is ic Geometry 
Wr tried t.o choose the simplest poss:ble geometry 
with the necessary apertures and the same electrical 
properties as the cold pick-ups [ 31. The radius 
varies and is given hy the be&-n aperture. ln ttrb 

Ri 

interaction regions the apertures for the scattered 
pr-ot.on and photon beams have to he cnrxidered as 
well. The antenna width of 36O and length of (mostly) 
195 mm ensures simjlar electrical properties to the 
cold monitors. The 5 mm thickness of a standard 
antenna ensures good mechanical stability over the 
ent.ire antenna length. 

The geometry of the monitor is modified in the 
pick-up within t-he %EL:S experiment in the south hall 
(type Zr). Here one has both to squeeze the pick-up 
into a 200 mm square box and at the same time to keep 
an apert.ure of at least 170 mm clear. The geometry 
foreseen for t.his type of pick-up is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 Cross section through the ZEUS pick-up 
(tn= Zr) 
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Antenna Support 
The antennas are, wherever possible, hung directly on 
leaf springs at the feedthroughs, which results in a 
combined electrical and mechanical connection 
(Fig. 3). The number of required ceramic insulators 
is thus minimized. The springs limit mechanical 
strain during the 300°C bakeout 

rno&ible 

Fig. 3 Scheme of the antenna support 

For the In monitors mounted in the direct neighbour- 
hood of the electron beam this design is unfortu- 
nately not possible, because the space is so limited 
that the monitors' SWA feedthroughs must be parallel 
to the beam pipe. Here the following scheme is fore- 
seen. The antennas will be connected electrically to 
the feedthroughs with spring contacts. Mechanical 
support will be provided by metal rings on the inner 
circumference of the beam pipe at each end of the 
antennas; a pair of dowel pins at the antenna end 
fits into ceramic bushings embedded in the ring. The 
tolerances must be carefully considered in the 
design; too tight may result in cracking of the 
ceramic during the bakeout, while too Loose reduces 
the absolute position measurement accuracy and may 
permit rattling, which could break the ceramic. 
A design with machined ceramic support rings was also 
tested. It has good electrical properties, but it is 
quite expensive and the cooldown after the bakeout 
would have to be done very slowly. 

Antenna Wave Impedance 
Each antenna must have a wave impedance of SO Q with 
respect to the beam pipe. For the standard geometry 
this was measured and computed with a SOR type code. 
One finds a measured relation of 

h c (0.136+0.002)*Ri + (i.7550.09) IIXV 

for inner radii R. between 30 and 90 mm. Computations 
were used to dimeAsion the measurement set-up and 
gave a ca. 20% lower plate separation value h. The 
sensitivity of the wave impedance 2 to changes in the 
distance between antenna and beam pipe, h, is 
measured in the same range to be: 

dZ/dh :: (-0.1Cf0.04)Ri*(i)/mm2) + (10~2).(~/msn) 

This means that the tolerances in machining and 
assembling the antenna and the beam pipe are given 
not by wave impedance considerations, but by the 
required reproducibility in the absolute position 
measurement. 

For the type Zr geometry a conformal mapping 
calculation WBS done by P. Duval [l]. The 
measurements give, In 20% agreement with the 
calculation, 

h = 0.49-w + 2.6 

and dZ/dh = Ri/10(P/mm2) 

for a width w between 25 and 30 
height h is not very critical. 

mm 

t 4 n/ml 

mm. Here also tt1c. 

Transverse Beam Impedance 
Finally the design of all pick-ups must insure that 
the transverse beam impedance is no higher than 
ca.100 kQ. Computations have been done by E. Lawinsky 
using MAFIA (31 and measurements will be performed 
soon. 

The Standard Pick-up Type Au 
The most common monitor. Twe Au, will be described 
in detail (Fig. 7); -- the differences from the other 
monitors have been described above. The type Au 
pick-up is used next to the outer (German: &Ben) 
quadrupole of the straight sections with interaction 
zones and next to all standard guadrupoles in the 
west hall. It has the shape of Fig. 1 with an inner 
diameter of R. = 40.9 mm. Its total length is 600 mm. 
This standardllength allows maximum interchangeabi- 
lity with the other pick-ups in the machine. The 
effective antenna length is 395 mm. It will be used 
for position and tune related measurements. 
Prototypes with machined ceramic rings and with metal 
rings with ceramic bushing support of the antennas 
have been built and successfully tested. 

Transfer Function 
The calculated transfer function is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4 Pick-up response as a function of frequency 

Line 1 shows the result of a complete IO-port model 
141, in 2 and 3 we have a (j-port (beam, antennas B 
and C) and a 4-port (beam, antenna B) modei, and in 
curve 4 the normalized lumped circuit result is 
shown. Here we see the same effect as for the cold 
position monitor [3, 41; the extra antennas result in 
a steeper frequency response. The calculated values 
agree within errors with the measurements. 

Position Sensitivity 
The pick-up response as a function of beam position 
along the antennas is shown in Fig. 5. The small 
circles show the measurements with their errors. The 
dashed lines 3 and 4 give the result of the wall 
current model [4] for the antema radii, 40.9 mm and 
vacuum chamber radii, 53 mm. The effective radius to 
be taken is somewhere in between, namely 48 mm. 
Within the model it is impossible to determine this 
quantity. The n-port descriptions [4] give much 
better results. However, only the complete IO-port 
description, which takes full account of the actual 
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monitor geometry, shows agreement with the measured 
data within measurement errors. 
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Fig. 5 Position sensitivity of the type Au pick-up 
along the major axis 

Table 2 Sensitivities of the pick-up 
for the curves of Fig. 5 

CUFA? Explanation Sensitivity[dB/mn] 

1 - measured data 0.71 

2 - lo-port models 0.72 

3 (below) - 6-port model (beam, 
antennas B and C) 0.74 

4 (above) - 4-port model (beam, antenna B) 0.76 

5 (below) - wall current model with 
vacuum chamber radius 0.64 

6 (above) - wall current model 
with antenna radius Ri 0.84 

The pick-up type Au is less sensitive than the cold 
pick-up 131 (namely 0.71 dB/nun opposed to 
(1.17+0.03) dB/nun). This is due to the small inner 
radius of the cold pick-up (27.65 mm). On the other 
hand the type Au pick-up has a larger range of linear 
position response (more than + 25 mm compared to 
ca. ?- 10 mm). Also the response with respect to one 
coordinate depends less on the position in the other 
direction (see Fig. 6), i.e. the cushion distortion 
is reduced. 

Conclusion 
Fcr the straight sections of the HERA proton ring 
special directional coupler position pick-ups are 
being developed. Both coordinates are measured 
simultaneously. They are linear over a larger posi- 
tlon range, but less sensitive than the pick-ups in 
the arcs. Their position dependence is well described 
by the n-port model. 
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